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QUESTION 1
A university has a cluster of System p5 servers, which they are using to perform various
HPC workloads. They are presently using Gigabit Ethernet and need more bandwidth.
What other choices should be offered for a cluster network?
A. FICON channel adapters and switch complex
B. Industry standard token ring using the GX bus adapters
C. IBM InfiniBand adapters and switches
D. Virtual I/O server and more virtual Ethernet adapters
Answer: C
QUESTION 2
A large company, Certkiller .com, is making plans to upgrade their UNIX application
environment. They would like to archive older data to more tape. They are familiar with
LTO drives but would like to know why they should buy the IBM brand. Which reason
to choose an IBM LTO Ultrium solution should be explained?
A. LTO Ultrium solutions dynamically configure themselves to match the operating
system and have been certified to work on dozens of different platforms.
B. LTO Ultrium maintains a tape compatibility standard between different manufacturers
of LTO tape drives.
C. LTO Ultrium drives from IBM use industry standard iSCSI connectivity which
provides compatibility with all of the customer's computers systems.
D. LTO Ultrium technology was originally invented by IBM specifically for UNIX
systems.
Answer: B
QUESTION 3
Certkiller .com is consolidating servers and needs to run i5/OS in a partition. Which IBM
System p5 servers support this?
A. p5-570, p5-590, p5-595
B. p5-520, p5-550, p5-560
C. p5-510, p5-520, p5-550
D. p5-185, p5-505, p5-510
Answer: A
QUESTION 4
Certkiller .com would like to consolidate many small applications with varying resource
demands onto a midrange UNIX server to reduce system administration workload. What
technologies do System p servers offer to accomplish this objective?
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A. Hypervisor and Virtual I/O Server
B. Simultaneous multi-threading and Workload Manager
C. Shared pool with Reserve Capacity on Demand
D. Micro-Partitioning with Trial Capacity on Demand
Answer: C
QUESTION 5
Certkiller .com plans to consolidate their applications from multiple p650 servers to a
single System p server with LPARs. Which of the following is the most critical issue for
this plan?
A. What are the rPERF ratings for the p650 servers?
B. What is the LPAR experience of the staff?
C. What level of AIX is on the p650 servers?
D. What is the total number of I/O adapters required?
Answer: C
QUESTION 6
Which of the following will enable virtualization on a System p server with automatic
load balancing?
A. Tivoli Orchestrator
B. Partition Load Manager (PLM)
C. Workload Manager (WLM)
D. Micro-partitioning
Answer: B
QUESTION 7
Which of the following describes the cost of virtualization on IBM System p servers?
A. VLAN, DLPAR, VIOS, and micropartitioning are no-charge products included on
System p servers with POWER5 and POWER5+ processors.
B. IVM, VLAN, and DLPAR are no-charge products provided on System p servers with
POWER5 and POWER5+ processors.
C. VLAN is no charge, but DLPAR and VIOS require APV which is a fee product on
System p servers with POWER5 and POWER5+ processors.
D. VLAN and DLPAR are no charge products provided on all System p servers with
POWER5 and POWER5+ processors.
Answer: D
QUESTION 8
A user is running an application on a p630 server running AIX 4.2 and would like to
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upgrade to a new System p5. In regard to moving their applications to the new System p,
which of the following is the minimum operating system?
A. AIX 5L V5.1
B. AIX 5L V5.3
C. AIX 5L V5.2
D. AIX 4.3 ML4
Answer: C
QUESTION 9
Which of the following pricing methods provides a way to determine the lowest cost to
the customer in a competitive situation?
A. Standard discount tables
B. Low Price Configuration option in eConfig
C. Special bid or pricing process
D. System p Express configurations
Answer: C
QUESTION 10
Which of the following System p5 servers comes standard with redundant power supply?
A. p5-570
B. p5-550
C. p5-505
D. p5-520Q
Answer: A
QUESTION 11
How can Integrated Virtualization Manager (IVM) be acquired?
A. It is included with Advanced Power Virtualization.
B. The Virtualization agent can be downloaded from the Hardware Management
Console.
C. It is part of ASMI (Advanced System Management Interface).
D. It is included with AIX 5L V5.3.
Answer: A
QUESTION 12
Certkiller .com needs a high performance system for three large applications in separate
LPARs. The benchmarks are indicating 16 POWER5+ CPUs should handle the
workload. Which System p5 server would best satisfy this requirement?
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A. AIX 5L V5.2 16-core using DCM processors and DDR2
B. AIX 5L V5.3 16-core using QCM processors with two I/O drawers
C. AIX 5L V5.2 16-core server using SMT in each LPAR
D. AIX 5L V5.3 8-core using SMT to achieve 16-way performance
Answer: A
QUESTION 13
Certkiller .com currently has a competitive system that experiences intermittent problems.
Which of the following System p5 features addresses this issue?
A. Service Processor
B. CPU De-allocation
C. First Failure Data Capture
D. Chipkill Memory
Answer: C
QUESTION 14
Which of the following IBM System p5 servers have Customer Replaceable Units
(CRU)?
A. p5-590, p5-575, p5-595
B. p5-570, p5-505, p5-510
C. p5-560Q, p5-185, p5-520
D. p5-560Q, p5-570, p5-510
Answer: C
QUESTION 15
A Sun customer has recently experienced several critical processor failures. When
replacing the processors, the customer was not able to recreate the problem. This has
prompted a call to their local IBM rep. Which of the following System p RAS features
should the rep emphasize during the sales call?
A. Service Processor
B. First Failure Data Capture
C. Light Path Diagnostics
D. Chipkill Memory
Answer: B
QUESTION 16
Certkiller .com is running many small applications, each on their own Intel server with the
Linux operating system. They would like to consolidate the servers but maintain the
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